Qoptars Private Limited is looking for an outstanding Industrial Designer/Product
Designer to join our dynamic team. As an Industrial Designer at Qoptars, you will
have the opportunity to collaborate with an incredible team of engineers and
developers to design in different verticals of Qoptars cutting edge projects.
We're a passionate team focused on solving complicated problems in the world
through inventing, creating and developing smart drones, Machine learning & Ai.
We are looking for a well-rounded individual who is excited about drones and
future technology, and how they can improve people's everyday lives.
At Qoptars, Everyone is a designer at his core.
We are looking for passionate, talented, and ambitious designers who are ready to
get their hands dirty with real work that they can be proud of. It helps if you’re
obsessed with movies like Marvel, Sci-fi and Flying Jets(not necessary) . You’ll be
the one to shape the physical design and strategy of Qoptars and its sub-brands,
including but not limited to Drone, Accessories, IoT devices, etc.

AREAS OF IMPACT
●

Building a bad a** product presence : Develop creative concepts to drive
innovation and growth.

●

Work with the Product Design Lead and the team to create high quality
concepts and lead industrial/product designs that wows our clients and
customers.

●

Form Study and analysis : know the trends, competition, and help position
Qoptars to stand out from the crowd.

●

Lead/Add design thinking : work with our Engineers to visualise the best
version of our products and prototypes.

●

The everyday stuff : Assist with and lead the internal design requirements on
live projects.

WHAT YOU'LL DO
●

Push the limits of your own creativity every day.

●

Continuously come up with new product designs ideas.

●

Lead and develop designs for Qoptars product requirements.

●

Develop and iterate designs through sketches, prototypes, renderings and
communicating with Tech Lead/Product Lead.

●

Regularly present design work to various decision-makers.

●

Develop products from concept to factory production while keeping within
budgets and timelines.

●

Be obsessed with industrial design, and help Qoptars develop its presence
proactively physically and digitally.

●

Help create the most visually compelling product designs and experiences.

●

Become an expert on everything related to Drones, and develop designs to
impact users with convincing edutainment.

●

Lead and prepare forms and designs that say “not another boring thing
made by a ‘hip’ designer” from the first look.

WHAT YOU ARE (experience)
●

Studied Product Engineering / Industrial Design / 3D CAD Design

●

Have a portfolio showing a variety of 3D CAD and Product design

●

Highly proficient with the most relevant design tools and technologies

●

A keen eye for details, form and visual aesthetics.

●

Abreast with design fundamentals (like form theory, DFMA, visual
composition, etc.) and latest design trends

●

Have excellent oral and visual communication skills like sketching,
sketch-notes, storyboarding etc.

YOUR SKILLS
You’re a hustler & self driven !
You are committed to the mission of making essential, simple, innovative and
harmonious designs that make the design more practical and are aware that
bringing a product to life requires tremendous effort and creativity. You welcome
the challenge. You are a self-starter and take initiative on any projects assigned.
You are not afraid to admit mistakes and you fix what you can right away.
You're Up for a Challenge
If you’re given the tools and the time to take on a few creative tasks, you’re already
ready to dive in. You’re up for any creative challenge, and can’t wait to learn new
skills.
You Love design.
You're Obsessed With Design
You are deep on the fundamentals like form study, prototyping, DFMA as well as on
top of latest product and industrial design trends, and thrive off of the unlimited
creativity that your skills give you. You love being original but knows that Good
designers copy and Great designers steal
You're a Whiz at Brand Building
You’re the kind of person to have a notebook full of sketches because you ooze
inspiration. You have a pet peeve for poor font choices, and bad alignment makes
you dizzy with frustration because... well, DUH! You don’t trust low resolution images.
You are excited by the possibility to experiment with communication creatives, and
probably already have ideas that our company needs to create.

You're an Excellent Communicator
Every part of creating phenomenal designs requires excellent communication
skills. Whether it is communicating with your team to ensure a project goes
smoothly, or designing products to inspire our customers, this skill is of paramount
importance. You know how to be convincing, direct, and professional. You always
see criticism as constructive.
You’re self-motivated
You see something that can be improved, and you don’t wait for permission to fix
it. You have a strong desire to make Qoptars a world-class Company.

You have or ready to learn the following skills :
1.

Fusion 360

2. Design / Simulation / Analysis of physical design for manufacturing
3. Aerodynamics
4. Blender or other software for visual representation
5. Some experience on Adobe suite is a plus. But not necessary.
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